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Let’s Debunk Some Myths First





Kantar IBOPE Media 

realtime TV audience 

measurement provides clients 

with television audience levels every 

minute on the minute for each of the 

1440 minutes of the day



247 mins

Viewing on a 

TV per day

16 mins

Non-TV set 

viewing per day

In China, with 1.28 billion TV viewers, 649 million internet users:

Source: CSM Media Research/Kantar Media

Measuring Core TV



Measuring Core TV

TV viewing in the UK, 2014:

Source: Thinkbox, 2015

On a TV set

98.4%

On other screens

1.6%
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The More Things Change, 
the More They Stay the Same



Our Focus



TV extended to

connected devices

TV’s relationship

with social media

TV viewed

out of home
TV viewing in

the long tail

The Future of Measurement

Core TV

Total video



Kantar TV currency measurement across the globe
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4,000
homes

80,000
set-top boxes
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Google is targeting TV ad dollars 

(primarily via YouTube)

Investing in cross platform 

measurement/effectiveness

KM is building panels with ours and 

Google technology e.g. UK

Whilst Google has permission to 

measure itself in web, advertisers are 

seeking metric neutrality
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40%
of UK Twitter traffic at

peak is TV-related

drives

of broadcasts had some 

form of positive causation –

an increase in Tweets 

was followed by an 

increase in viewing

11%

Kantar Media analysed a 

year of TV-related Tweets 

in the UK

drives

The relationship 

between TV and 

social media is 

symbiotic
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Advertising Exposure

“Has someone seen my ad and has it changed their behaviour?”

Tag Campaign

If your campaign has 

been tagged with    

K- tags you will be 

able to identify which 

panellists have seen 

it *

Behaviour

If you are interested 

in the effect on their 

behaviour you can 

see what they did 

next

Attitude

To understand the 

impact on their 

attitude you could 

issue a survey to 

exposed panellists

* Note that the size of the campaign and size of the meter panel will determine if a sufficient number of exposed panellists can be found





Three things to look out for 

• Larger panels and use of RPD needed to satisfy Government 

demand for national coverage and industry demand for measuring 

long tail

• Interest in real time ratings stimulated by potential for programmatic 

trading and need for transparency

• We have an ability to help clients understand ROI as never before 



Our Recent Investments Enhance Our Ability To Deliver and Lead
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Rentrak’s National TV Footprint



© comScore, Inc. Proprietary. 2424

Measure household activity on all platforms

Identify person & instances of co-viewing

Identify type of media consumed

comScore Total Home PanelTM



Moving Towards A Person-Centric View Of The World

Facebook E-mailContacts Weather/ClockColorNote Notepad Tiny Flashlight



Measure everything, everywhere

Connect disparate sources, especially purchase

Work with partners vs. doing all ourselves

Bring whys to the what
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